
ACDSee 16. The best way to manage, edit, and share your photos. 
Overview
With more tools than ever to help you organize your photos, perfect your best, and inspire, ACDSee 16 is 
the all-in-one solution for your growing collection. 

Managing and Organizing 
There’s no need to import your photos into a separate library. Browse your collection right away, in real 
time. Sort by date, event, edited state or other criteria for super-fast scanning. Create categories, add 
hierarchical keywords and phrases, and rate your photos. Tag images and assign color labels, and bring 
them all together for further editing or sharing. You can even organize your photos as you import them from 
your camera or storage device. 

Behind every photo is the technical details. Now you can access key shooting information while managing, 
viewing, and editing your photos. The new Info Palette conveniently displays a host of data alongside your 
photo, including white balance, metering mode, exposure program, and whether the �ash �red. Plus, see 
the ISO, f-stop, shutter speed, exposure compensation, focal length, and more, all in one spot, without 
distraction. 

Easy-to-Use Editing Tools that Deliver 
Make magic with ACDSee 16’s creative �lters and easy-to-use editing tools. Choose from more than 20 
special effect �lters to instantly give your photos an artistic touch. Apply a gradient to almost any editing 
effect to subtly progress across your photo. It’s especially handy for images that aren’t evenly exposed, or 
that need �ne tuning in only select areas. Rescue photos that are too light or too dark with the Lighting tool, 
powered by ACDSee’s patented LCE (Lighting and Contrast Enhancement) technology. Instantly lighten 
shadows and reduce highlights in one click, or adjust individual sliders to �ne-tune every aspect. Change 
the tonal range, white balance, and color balance of your photos with easy-to-use adjustment tools. 

Share Your Shots 
Photos are meant to be shared. With ACDSee there are so many ways to make that happen, from social 
media to email to iPhone and iPad apps. Get ready to inspire.
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